Dashboard Update:

Requestor:

- Moved Shopping Search and Showcases higher.
- Moved Questions widget to right side of screen.
- Moved External Links into Toolbox widget.
- Added Action Items and My Bookmarks widgets on right side of screen.
- Added Document Search and My Draft Carts widget below Shopping Showcase.

Approver:

- Added the Following Internal Links to Toolbox widget:
  - Invite New Supplier
  - My Approvals
  - My Recent Approvals
  - My Saved Searches
- Added Questions and My Bookmarks widget on right side of screen.

Invoice Entry (Formerly Accounts Payable Dashboard):

- Moved Create Invoice and Document Search widgets to top-left corner.
- Removed Searches, My Approvals, and Reports widgets.
- Added Action Items, Organization Message, Toolbox, Questions, and My Bookmarks widgets.
  - In the Toolbox widget, we have added both External and Internal links that will be beneficial to Invoice Entry personnel.
- Reconfigured My Invoices, Past Due Invoices, and Expiring Discounts widgets.